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O R I G I N A L I N V E S T I G AT I O N



Xiaoqing Liu · Robert E. Strecker · Jasper Brener



A comparison of the effects of amphetamine and low doses of apomorphine on operant force production, inter-response times and response duration in rat Received: 17 April 1998 / Final version: 16 March 1999



Abstract Rationale: Low doses of apomorphine (APO), a non-selective dopamine (DA) agonist, are thought to suppress motor activity via the preferential activation of DA autoreceptors, which effectively reduces DA tone. Objectives: The suppressant effects on operant responding of low doses of apomorphine were explored and compared with the effects of amphetamine (AMP), an indirect DA agonist. Methods: In an operant task, rats were trained to press sequentially three separate beams under the following different behavioral requirements: lowforce beam (1 g2 s). Inter-response times and kinetic measures, such as peak force, the rate of rise of force and response duration, were recorded. Following training, performance was assessed after systemic injection of low doses of APO (0.01, 0.03 and 0.1 mg/kg, s.c.) and AMP (0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 mg/kg, i.p.). Results: APO decreased peak force for the high-force and the long-duration beams by decreasing the rate of rise of force, but did not affect performance success on the low-force beam or response duration on the long-duration beam. This indicates that APO impaired the ability to generate high forces but did not interfere with the memory or execution of an overall motor plan. Low doses of APO also increased the times taken to switch from one response to the next and to visit the tray when food was present. In contrast, AMP at 1.0 mg/kg shortened both the time taken to switch between responses and the time spent visiting the food tray. Conclusions: Low doses of APO interfered with response initiation and execution, suggesting that dopaR.E. Strecker Harvard Medical School & VAMC, Department of Psychiatry, Research 151-C, 940 Belmont St., Brockton, MA 02301, USA X. Liu · J. Brener (✉) Department of Psychology, SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794-2500, USA e-mail: [email protected] Tel.: +1-516-6327805 Fax: +1-516-6327876



mine acts as a “gating” system, enabling certain processes to be carried out in an efficient and automated manner. Key words Dopamine · Force control · Response duration · Inter-response time · Motor learning · Autoreceptor



Introduction Brain dopamine (DA) systems have been extensively studied to understand sensorimotor functions and the mechanisms of movement disorders (Cools 1980; Spirduso et al. 1985; Whishaw et al. 1986; Amalric and Koob 1987; Carli et al. 1989; Salamone et al. 1989, 1996; Robbins et al. 1990; Basso et al. 1993; Aosaki et al. 1994; Cousins et al. 1994; Miklyaeva et al. 1994; Mirenowicz and Schultz 1996; Smith et al. 1997). One way of studying the DA system is by using agonists and antagonists, either to activate or to block DA receptors in animals. The activation of DA post-synaptic receptors stimulates motor activity and motor behaviors. L-DOPA, a DA precursor used in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, acts on the post-synaptic receptors after being converted to DA (Morelli et al. 1993; Herrero et al. 1996). The activation of these receptors in parkinsonian patients results in the improvement of bradykinesia (Pullman et al. 1988). Amphetamine (AMP), a CNS stimulant and sympathomimetic agent, acts as an indirect DA agonist by increasing the release of DA from pre-synaptic vesicles. AMP increases motor activities in humans and animals through the activation of the post-synaptic receptors by excessive DA (Hernandez et al. 1987). Injection of AMP in intact rats increases open-field locomotion and stereotyped behaviors, peak force (PF) of operant beam-presses and the number of reinforced lever presses, and also enhances avoidance learning (Fibiger et al. 1973; Simpson 1974; Kelly et al. 1975; Roberts et al. 1975; Robbins et al. 1983; Kelley et al. 1988; Janak and Martinez 1992; Dickson et al. 1994; Liu et al. 1996).
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However, the blockade of DA post-synaptic receptors suppresses motor behaviors (Costall et al. 1972; Klockgether et al. 1988; Salamone et al. 1991). Raclopride, a D2 receptor antagonist, lengthens reaction time and increases the number of incorrect lever presses (Amalric et al. 1993). Unilateral intra-cranial injection of haloperidol and clozapine produce ipsilateral rotation, which is a result of unbalanced activation of DA post-synaptic receptors in the two hemispheres due to the blockade of DA post-synaptic receptors on the injected side (Ungerstedt and Arbuthnott 1970; Costall et al. 1972; Weiss and Ettenberg 1986). Haloperidol, clozapine and pimozide are also shown to produce subtle motor impairments at sub-cataleptic doses (Fowler et al. 1986; Salamone et al. 1993). For example, low to moderate doses of haloperidol decrease the rate of operant responses and increase the duration of individual responses. Low doses of direct DA-receptor agonists, such as quinpirole (active at D2 and D3 receptors), produce suppressive effects on motor responses (Chagraoui et al. 1990). Apomorphine (APO), a DA agonist at both D1 and D2 receptors (Anden et al. 1967), when given to rodents has been shown to have biphasic effects on locomotor activities, with doses higher than 0.5 mg/kg increasing locomotor activity and doses lower than 0.2 mg/kg decreasing locomotion (Thornberg and Moore 1974; Sahakian and Robbins 1975; Strömbom 1976; Montanaro et al. 1983; Katsuura et al. 1984). High doses of APO are also shown to stimulate stereotyped behaviors and operant lever presses (Kelly et al. 1975; Robbins et al. 1983). Low doses of APO decrease the rate of intracranial self-stimulation, decrease water intake and suppress operant responding exhibited by a decrease in the number of food rewards (Carnoy et al. 1986; Ljungberg 1989; Knapp and Kornetsky 1996; Singh et al. 1996). While the stimulant effect of high doses of APO is considered to be due to the activation of post-synaptic DA receptors in the forebrain (Kelly et al. 1975; Roberts et al. 1975), the suppressive effect of low doses has been attributed to the selective activation of DA autoreceptors present on the DA neurons (Di Chiara et al. 1976; Ljungberg 1989; Knapp and Kornetsky 1996; Rajakumar et al. 1997), which results in an inhibition of the electrical discharge of DA neurons and a reduction of DA synthesis and release (Carlsson 1975; Groves et al. 1975; Zetterstrom and Ungerstedt 1984; Brown et al. 1985; Strecker et al. 1987). Thus, low doses of APO are thought to produce a decrease in locomotor activity and operant beam presses via a decrease in dopaminergic tone. In one of our previous studies (Liu et al. 1996), APO at 0.1 mg/kg suppressed open-field locomotor activity, decreased learned response force and lengthened interpress-interval in an operant task that required the rats to press a force beam with 1-g PF. AMP, however, increased open-field locomotor activity and slightly increased learned PF, whereas haloperidol did not significantly affect operant performance. The current experiment was designed to characterize further the suppressive effects of



low doses of APO on operant beam presses in a highly demanding operant task. In this task, rats were trained to press three beams in different sequences under different force and duration requirements. A high-force requirement was imposed on one of the two side beams and a low-force requirement on the other side beam, while a duration requirement was applied to the central beam. Each requirement was signaled by the illumination of a lamp above the relevant beam, and the times taken to switch between the different responses were measured for the different beam presses. The temporal and kinetic characteristics of beam presses, such as PF, response duration and the rate of rise of force (dF/dt), were recorded. Following training, low doses of APO and AMP were systemically injected. It was predicted that, as a result of activating DA autoreceptors, low doses of APO would produce suppressant effects on motor performance, perhaps by decreasing response forces and lengthening interresponse times. It was also predicted that AMP would enhance motor performance, perhaps by increasing response forces and shortening inter-response times.



Method Subjects Nine Long-Evans male rats, weighing 350–432 g at the beginning of the experiment and maintained at 93% of free-feeding body weights by supplemental feeding of standard lab chow after daily experimental sessions were studied. Water was freely available throughout. They were housed under reversed lighting conditions with lights on from 2000 hours to 0800 hours. Training or testing sessions started at 1000 hours daily in a darkened room next to the rat vivarium. Operant apparatus In the operant box, three force-sensitive beams were mounted behind the front panel and protruded into the box. Strain gauges were bonded to the shaft of each beam. Force applied to the beam resulted in changes of the electrical resistance of the strain gauges. These resistance changes were converted to voltage changes and amplified by direct-current (DC) amplifiers. Amplifier output was sampled by a microcomputer at 1 kHz via a 12-bit analog-todigital converter. The computer was programmed to record and calculate the response parameters described below and to apply the reinforcement criteria. Only beam presses that exceeded a PF of 1 g (9.76×10–3 N) were classified as responses. A food tray was housed below each beam. A stepper motor, which was positioned outside the sound-attenuating chamber in which the experimental box was housed, was used to deliver a fixed amount of liquid food (0.32 g/ml sugar solution) into the second tray directly below the central beam. The volume of each food reward was 17 ml and had an energy value of 37 calories. A piezo oscillator mounted behind the front panel delivered a click contingent on correct presses on the central beam. Tones that signaled the availability of food in the food tray were generated by a Soundblaster 16. A video camera and monitor allowed observation of the animal’s performance during each session. Operant procedures The training procedure has been described in detail elsewhere (Liu et al. 1998b). When trained, rats first applied force to the central
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the operant task. The requirements for the three different beams are indicated in the three black disks. The low-force requirement was applied to presses on the left beam, the high-force requirement to presses on the right beam, and the longduration requirement to presses on the central beam. Stimuli that signaled each requirement are indicated by rectangles. The order of the response sequences are indicated by arrows, and the probabilities of stimulus presentation for different responses are shown too. See Operant Procedures in Methods for detailed description of the behavioral task



beam (long-duration beam) for 2 s after the onset of the central light. A click signaled a correct press, following which one of the side lights was presented (P=0.5) to signal which of two other beams should be pressed. If the left beam (low-force beam) was pressed with low force (1g 
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